
THESIS PRINTING ATHLONE

Just leave the rest to Athlone Printing â€“ a one stop shop for your thesis. Available bounding options: hard cover, soft
cover, wire and fastback bound. A type of hardcover book binding using simulated leather with a number of colour cover
options (See Colour Option panel).

Their work is of good quality and always delivered in a timely manner. The Maximum amount of pages that
we can bind into the one thesis as a single sided document is A4 pages on gsm. Midland print are always
helpful, on hand and available when you need them. It saved the day for us! This gummed magazine heatseal
binding option gives a premium look to any print job or display book and holds the pages securely in place. As
Pat The Bug is supposed to have been illustrated by Pat The Bug himself with a tiny pen tied to his back I
wanted the entire story to be presented in one long continuous line. We always strive to Print, Bind, and ship
your thesis the next working day after you place your order with our courier partners who pick up and deliver
Monday to Friday. Quick same day turnaround is available but please try give us days to complete to the
highest standard. If we did not answer your questions, please feel free to contact us and we would be delighted
to help you with your Thesis. Simply email in your document and leave the rest to us. At SwiftSupplies we
can also print a thesis and finish the thesis with gold or rose gold lettering on the front leather cover to finish
the document professionally. Finished with gsm leather front, back and side this will make any presentation
last and gives any document a polished high quality finish. It is extremely reassuring to know that we can rely
on their experience and expertise for any printing jobs or stationary materials we require. We will definitely be
recommending you for your excellent service. How long does it take? The work produced to date is exciting,
accurate and of a superb standard. Please contact us if your thesis is more than pages. They gave us great
advice and guidance during the publication and printing of our Transition Year magazine. Ye did a great job!
Unsure of how to create a PDF please follow this link to the Adobe Website which will guide you through the
process. Many thanks to all the staff Our requirements are varied: signs, leaflets, posters, banners, window
graphics, leaflets and graphic design. What format should I have my file for printing? Please note delivery is
not included. We can bind in A5, A4, A3 sizes with plastic spiral top and side comb binding options. The staff
are not only helpful and creative but they repeatedly go above and beyond to deliver what I need as quickly as
possible. The most common binding solution ; with a clear cover, your choice of colour of gsm leathergrain
back finished with a plastic spiral comb we can bind from 5pages up to a page document. Value, Quality and
Friendly Service. Please submit your file to use as a PDF format document. I just want to say thanks so much
for the fab sign. We are very happy with the one to one service, the quality and value we get from Midland
Print, and would highly recommend them. Please note this will incur additional printing costs as our standard
costs are based on printing up to single sided A4 pages. Which we will print as actual size and not fit page.
Questions What's included in the cost? Products have been of the highest quality, in both design and
production. How many pages can be printed? This should be set as an A4 document. The cost includes your
selected cover and binding option plus up to A4 single sided printed pages. With our orders and requests they
have been efficient and courteous, and provided useful advice and guidance to achieve what we needed. They
provide a very friendly, efficient and personal service and we would highly recommend them. We are always
delighted with products from Aengus and the team and will continue to work closely with them for years to
come.


